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The yoga picnic 

 

Let's go for a walk to the botanical gardens. We're going to have a picnic. 

When we find a spot we like, we'll spread out our blankets, moving from  

 standing stretch to forearm plank:  

                                  
It's a good place to stop because we are near a tree:  

                                                                                     
The tree provides some shade from the sun but not enough, so we put up the umbrella to provide 

extra shade; mermaid: 

But wait, before we do anything, we had better sit down and rock the baby  

baby cradle: 

 
And put it down to sleep. half lotus: 

                                          
Can you hear something? Look behind you. Half lotus spine twist: 
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It's a bee! A humming bee. If you put your thumbs in your ears to block out the outside sounds,  

breath in and hum out, you'll hear it; humming breath: 

                                                                                                                                                                                
 

 

Here comes Granny. We'd better put out a bench for her to sit on; plank: 

                                                                                                          
 

Don't forget the tables for all of the food: 

These tables are a bit odd because sometimes they collapse and then we have to 

put them up again. We take it in turns to collapse and come up again, one at a time in canon. 

 

What shall we put on the table? We'll begin with a dish: 

                                                                            
But what's in the dish?  

A sandwich of course.  

Firstly it's an open sandwich. We can decide on the ingredients to go in the sandwich. butterfly: 

                                                                                                                                          
What's your favourite sandwich ingredient? Spreading butter on yourself or sprinkling grated carrot 

on yourself? 

Now you have so many ingredients in your sandwich. (Everyone in the class has nominated a 

favourite ingredient.)  

I hope your sandwich closes. starfish: 

                                                  
A sandwich isn't enough though!  
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Luckily we made some pasta at home to bring to our picnic. 

To make our homemade pasta we used some flour. Oops wrong flower (this is a plant) but never 

mind: 

                                                                                                  
Then we added an egg and water and mixed it all up: 

                              

We rolled the pasta dough. Rolling this way and that. seed:  

After we had cooked the pasta, we found that some was al dente standing stretch: 

                                                                                                                          and some 

was just overcooked and floppy; sleeping tortoise: 

                                                            
After we had eaten our pasta granny put a basket; bow: 

                                                               

of bananas; swan:  on our table.  
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Improvisation: 

 

As if that wasn't enough, Granny brought out her special homemade pretzels.  

These pretzels of Granny's are magic.  

Whenever you hear the sound of the triangle, gong or bell your pretzel shape changes.  

Here are some pretzel shapes below. and  

You can make up your own: 

dead ant                               down dog variation                                       snail 

 

 

                                                  
 

Those pretzels were delicious but I was feeling tired. 

 

 

I found myself lying down in relaxation pose: 

                               
 

I felt the picnic rug under my body. One minute my body was al dente like the pasta and then 

slowly my legs, arms, neck and head started to feel rather soft like cooked pasta. In fact my whole 

body was starting to feel like cooked pasta. I was feeling warm and contented. 

When I woke up I was back home.  
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